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We present a theory of non-commutative stochastic integration analogous to the 
ho-theory. It is shown that Wick products of Fermi fields define martingales and 
that stochastic integrals with respect to these are defined for adapted (operator- 
valued) square-integrable integrands. For square-integrable martingales associated 
with an arbitrary probability gage space a stochastic integral is defined, and a 
Doob-Meyer decomposition for supermartingales obtained. 
THE IT&CLIFFORD INTEGRAL 
0.1. Introduction. This paper constructs an integral of anti-commuting 
elements analogous to the It&integral for Brownian motion. The key notion 
in the theory of the It&integral is the martingale, for which the following set- 
up is needed: we have a sample space Q, a complete u-ring jr of subsets of 
0, and a probability measure ,u on X; and we have an increasing family 
Kh,O of complete o-subrings of Sr (the filtration), which generate s’, and 
obey natural axioms [ 17,201. Then a conditional expectation M, = E( I.YJ 
can be defined, taking an integrable function measurable relative to F to an 
integrable function measurable relative to K. A martingale is then a process 
X, obeying M,X, =X, for all s > t and all t > 0. 
To set up the quantum analogue of this, we note that the classical theory 
can be reformulated: in place of (G,ST,P) we emphasize the Hilbert-space 
L ‘(Q, ;T, p), and in place of the filtration (&) we can consider the family of 
abelian IV*-algebras ‘3, = L”O(~~,,U,&),,~ of essentially bounded functions 
measurable relative to Sz;; a set in ;3; can be identified with the 
multiplication operator by the indicator-function of the set; the conditional 
expectation is then the projection from L*(R, ,u, Sr) onto L*(D, ,D, 3’J, at 
least, for square-integrable functions. The expectation off, If& is then the 
expectation value in Lz in the vector: v(w) = 1 for all w. A quantum theory 
of processes would then generalize this by replacing La@, p, &),,,,, by a 
(non-commutative) IV*-algebra ?JII, of semi-finite type, obeying corresponding 
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axioms. The spaces Lp(s2,~,&) are then replaced by the “non- 
commutative” LP-spaces of Segal [21], and a conditional expectation, a map 
from 2l to ‘u,, can be defined [29]. Martingale theorems and stochastic 
integrals can then be studied [2]. A brief account of part of this theory is 
given in Section 7. 
0.2. To find examples of quantum martingales, we note that the typical 
classical martingale, Brownian motion (B&,,, has a realization in terms of 
the Fock representation of the quantized boson field over L*(O, co) =R. 
Namely, B, = jk d(s) ds = $(Xr,,J, where d(J), f EZ is the Fock field 
smeared with f: In these terms, the nth order Wiener chaos, H,(B,), is the 
Wick-ordered power [ 281 
n. 
H”@,) = Nxro.rl) ** 
Further examples of martingales are given by Wick ordering in continuous 
tensor products [ 14,251. 
An anti-commuting analogue of Brownian motion is obtained by replacing 
the Boson field by the Fermion field, I&), and the Brownian motion is 
replaced by !P(u(t) = (i w(s) ds = ~ht,,J. This is described in detail in 
Section 1: the construction leads to the Clifford IV*-algebra, Q, the hyper- 
finite II, factor, and a family (q) of type II, subfactors giving the filtration. 
In Sections 1-6, the notation Q for Yl and q for nI, is used to denote this 
special case. In Section 2, the conditional expectation is given explicitly and 
we show that Wick polynomials in smeared fields define martingales. 
In Section 3, stochastic integrals of L2-adapted processes with respect to 
simple martingales are defined. As in the It8 case, there is an isometry 
between the space of stochastic integrals and a Hilbert-space of processes. 
The stochastic integral defines a centred L*-martingale. 
We end the section by a theorem of the Doob-Meyer type, namely, that 
the submartingale uif(s) dY(s))* ukf(s) d!P(s)) can be written as the sum 
of a martingale and a positive increasing process. 
In Section 4 we show that every centred Lz-martingale X, is a stochastic 
integral, X, = Jif(s) d!P(s), with f an essentially unique adapted process. We 
can therefore define the stochastic derivative aXJaY to be f(t). The 
method exploits Segal’s duality map between L2(ST) and Fock space. 
In Section 5 a similar theory of stochastic integration is developed for 
integrals relative to Wick monomials of degree n > 1; we use similar 
methods to the case where n = 1. 
In Section 6 we show that the stochastic integral converges (as a limit of 
step-function approximations) in each Lp provided that the integrand f is of 
finite degree. This is a simple consequence of the hypercontractive estimates 
for fermions [ 11,3 11. In Section 7, we give a survey of part of [ 21. A form 
of Doob-Meyer decomposition is proved, and this is used to construct 
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stochastic integrals with respect to a martingale whose square is of 
“class D”. 
0.3. The concept of quantum stochastic process used here is looser than 
that adopted in some recent work [ 11. We do not require that the structure of 
the algebra generated by the process at time t should be independent of t. 
For example, the algebraic relation Y(t)* = t, true in our theory, depends on 
time. This appears inevitable if our concept of “quantum stochastic process” 
is to include some martingales. In applications to atomic systems we should 
regard Y(t) as the “noise” driving an equation of motion; it is the solution to 
the equation that is the process of direct physical interest. One such model is 
described in [27]. 
1. THE FERMION GAGE SPACE [24] 
1.1. Let AY be a complex Hilbert-space (the fermion “one-particle 
space”), and let J be a conjugation on A? The anti-symmetric Fock space 
over X’ is the Hilbert-space A(R) = @FE0 /1,(Z), where A,,(X) = C and 
A,(R) is the Hilbert-space anti-symmetric n-fold tensor product of #’ with 
itself. 
For each z ES?, the creation operator C(z) is defined by C(z): A,(Z) --t 
42+1w=?, 24 E+ (n + 1) “* XZ(Z @ u), where &’ is the anti-symmetrization 
projection. By linearity and continuity, C(z) defines a bounded operator on 
A(R) with norm ]( C(z)]] = ]]z]l [5]. 
The annihilation operator A(z) is the adjoint of C(z); A(z) = C(z)*. The 
fermion field V(z) is defined on /i(X) by Y(z) = C(z) t A(Jz). Evidently, 
Y(*):GT+9(A(~)) 1 is inear, and the anti-commutation relations hold; 
{Y(z), Y(z')} = Y(z) Y(z')+ Y(z') Y(z)= 2(Jz',z) ll 
for z, z’ in Z. 
Furthermore, if z is J-real (Jz = z) then Y(z) is self-adjoint. 
Let Q denote the W*-algebra generated by the bounded operators {Y(z): 
z E &“). Q is called the weakly-closed Clifford operator-algebra of (3, J). 
The Fock vacuum (or “no-particle vector”) is the vector a = 1 E A,(Z) c 
A(R). It is well-known that 0 is cyclic for Q and that m(e) = (0, -6’) is a 
faithful, central state on Q, and so (A(Z), Q, m) is a regular probability 
gage space. 
If dim A? = co, SY is the uniformly hyperfinite II, factor. 
For 1 <p < co, LP(@) is the completion of Q with respect to the norm 
~I#Ilp=m(lu(p)“P= (0, (u*~)p’* Q)‘lp. The elements of L”(Q) can be iden- 
tified with (possibly unbounded) operators on A(S) [21]. 
La(Q) is, by definition, Q equipped with its operator norm. 
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The map u I+ uQ from Q into A(Z) extends to a unitary operator 
D: L’(G?‘) + /i(R), and is called the duality transform [24]. Under D, the 
action of Q on A(#‘) becomes left multiplication on L’(q) (so that (L*(g), 
Q, m) is standard [21]). 
Many of the conventional LP-theory results are also valid for these non- 
commutative LP-spaces. In particular, L”(g) 3 Lq(%) and ]) s ]lp < ]I . ]I4 for 
l<p<q<ao, and LPI(F) is the dual of Lp(Sf?) for 1 Q p < a~, where 
P’ =P/(P - 1) [6,161. 
If 9 is a W*-subalgebra of Q, then Lp(.9) is the completion of 9 with 
respect to I] . (Ip and so can be considered as a closed subspace of Lp(g). 
1.2 THEOREM [30]. For any 1 <p < 00, there is (I unique map L”(g)+ 
L”(9), 24 t-+ u  ^satisfying 
m(h) = m(w) 
for all 24 E Lp(G?), u E Lp’(9), with p’ =p/(p - 1). 
z.? is called the conditional expectation of u with respect to 9, and is 
denoted by m(ul9). m(. IS) enjoys the following usual properties [ 11,301: 
(i) m(. 19) is a contraction from Lp(Q) onto Lp(9) for all 
I<P<cQo; 
(ii) m(. IS) is positivity preserving; 
(iii) m(ut.419) = vm(uI.JS) for all u E Lp(W), u E Lp’(9); 
(iv) if.JS,G.ZS*,then m(m(.I~2)l~~)=m(.I~~). 
m(. IS’) on L*(g) is the projection onto the subspace L*(9). 
(We note that the LP-spaces, conditional expectations, etc., can be 
constructed from any probability gage space and do not depend on any 
special properties of the fermion field [6, 11, 16, 21, 22, 26, 29, 321.) 
2. QUANTUM MARTINGALES 
Let Z = L*(lR + , ds) and let J be the complex conjugation on L*(lR + , ds). 
For given 0 & t ( co, define gt to be the W*-subalgebra of 0 generated by 
the fields Y(a) for u E L*(iR +, ds) with ess supp u c [0, t]. Clearly gS c T 
for 0 Q s Q t, and Q is generated by the T:, t E I? + . We shall denote m(. ]gS) 
by MsC.1, s E R+. 
2.1, DEFINITION. An LP-martingale adapted to the family {q: t E I? + } 
is a collection {X,: t E R + } of operators on ii(Z) such that X, E Lp(q) for 
tER+, and M,(X,) = X, for any 0 < s Q f. 
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Clearly, if XE L”(Q), then {M,(X): t E I4 +} is an LP-martingale. In fact, 
for 1 < p < co, it can be shown that an LP-martingale X, is of this form if 
and only if sup, ]]Xtl], ( co (for p = 1, {X,} is required to be weakly 
relatively compact [ 2, 3 1). 
Let u1 ,..., U, E L&(R+, ds); so that for any t > 0, z+~1~,~1 E L2(R +, ds), 
1 < i < n. Denote by W(u , ,..., u”; t) the Wick-ordered product :!P(u,~l~,~~) ..a 
W,X~,&. For n = 1, W(u; t> = WX~~,~,). 
In general, a polynomial function of martingales is not a martingale. 
However, it is well-known [ 131 that Hermite polynomials of a Wiener 
process are martingales, and that Hermite polynomials in a free boson field 
are just the Wick powers of the field [lo]. We shall see that this also holds 
for the fermion field; i.e., ( W(ul,..., u,; t): t E I?,} is an Lm-martingale 
adapted to the family {gf: t E R + }. (For bosons, the Wick powers belong to 
L”(Q) for all 1 <p < co, but not to L”(Q), where Q is the appropriate 
probability space.) 
We shall first consider the conditional expectation map. If S E 9(R) 
with I] SI/ < 1, there is a bounded operator T(S) on A(R) whose action on 
A,,(R) is given by S 0 . . . @ S (n factors) for n > 1, and is the identity on 
A,@‘) = C ]23]. If e, denotes the projection on &” given by e,u = ~,~,+lu, 
then it is easy to see that D- ‘r(e,) D is equal to the conditional expectation 
map M,(.) on L’(9Y). This follows from the easily established facts: 
r(e,)A(R) =A(e$@), DL2(S?) =/i(R), DL2(g) ==A(e,R), and M,(.) is 
the projection of L2(@) onto L*(q). 
2.2 THEOREM. { W(ul,..., u,; t): t E R,} is an L*-martingale adapted to 
the family {g: t E R + }. 
ProoJ First we note that W(u,,,,., un; t) E L”O(q) =U;;. This is true 
because W(u, ,..., u,; t) can be expressed as a polynomial in the fields 
Y(z+x~,,& 1 < i < n. Now let 0 < s < t. We have 
and so 
vu, ,***, u,; t) = D-’ W(u, ,..., u,,; t) R 
Ms(W(u, v-*9 u,,; t)) = D-‘ZJe,) DD-’ W(u, ,..., un; t) Q 
= D-‘%) C(W~~.~J --a W,X~,,,~) Q 
= D-1c(%xp3.sl) ... C(U”X[O,S]) Q 
= D-’ W(u, ,..., u,; s) Q 
= W(u, )..., u,; s). 
Q.E.D. 
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We shall find further examples of martingales later on. Let us note that if, 
say, U, 6Z L’(R+ , ds) (and, of course, none of u *,..., U, are the zero function) 
then supl (] W(u, ,..., un; t& = co and so W(u,,..., u,; t) is not of the form 
M&X) for any X E L”(O). Indeed, in general, W(u, ,..., U, ; t) is not of the 
form Mt(X) for any X E L ‘($9). 
We also note that because of the linearity and continuity of M,(.), linear 
combinations and LP-limits of LP-martingales are also LP-martingales. 
The fermion field provides a non-commutative counterexample to Levy’s 
theorem that if (X,) and (XF - t) are both martingales, then X, is a Wiener 
process. Indeed, if we set X, = Y(+,,l), then (X,) is a martingale, and 
X: - t = 0 for all t, so (X: - t) is also a martingale. Clearly (X,) is not a 
Wiener process. 
Let ?Y denote the complex linear space of finite linear combinations of 
Wick martingales and Il. 
2.3 THEOREM. Let {X,: t E I?, } be an L2-martingale adapted to the 
family {q: t E iR + }. Then, for any T > 0, there is a sequence (Y,) in F such 
that Y,(t) --) X, in L’(g), unz@rmZy for t E [0, T]. 
Proof: Vectors of the form :!P(y(v,) .a. Y(y(v,): a, n = 1, 2 ,..., u, ,..., u, ER 
and J2 are total in A(Z). It follows that if m denotes the linear span of 
Wick monomials and 1, then !IIl is dense in L’(q). Hence there is a sequence 
( W,) in 2IJ such that W,, -+ X, in L ‘(SF). 
For 0 < t Q T, we have 
IIJ,flWJ -4112 = II~lV” -&II2 
G II wn -X,ll,. 
The result follows since M1( W,) E ZK Q.E.D. 
L2-martingales can be simply characterized with the aid of Wick products 
of the “field at a point,” I&Y). Indeed, let w(x) denote the fermion field v/(u), 
where u has been replaced formally by a delta-function at x, x E R + . Then 
v(x) and Wick products :w(x,) . . . ~(x,,): are well-defined as operator-valued 
distributions [ 10, 121. If w, E /i,(Z), then ( w,(x, ,..., x,): I ... 
wtx,): dx, . . . dx, symbolically denotes the element in L’(Q) such that 
i 
w,(x, ,a**, xJ :y/(x,) 0.. y/(x,): dx, ... dx,R = &&v,. 
2.4 THEOREM. Let {X,: t E R + } be an L2-martingale adapted to the 
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family {q: t E R +}. Then there is wO E C and anti-symmetric functions 
w, E Lf,,(R:), n = 1, 2 ,..., such that 
x, = wo -I + 5 J w,(x, V...’ XJ X[O,(]“(XI v..., X”> 
ff=l 
x :y(x,) .a- t//(x,): a!~, a.- dx,. 
Proof. Write X, = C,“=. Xl”) where Xj”‘R E /i,(Z). Then clearly 
Xj” = w,ll Vt for some w. E C, and iM,(X,) R = r(e,)X$ implies that 
X:“‘a has the form Xj”‘R = fl w,,~t~,~,” form some anti-symmetric function 
w, E G‘JW. Q.E.D. 
3. THE IT&-CLIFFORD STOCHASTIC INTEGRAL 
We shall show, in this section, that one can define a stochastic integral 
with respect to the fermion field just as one constructs the It&integral with 
respect to a Wiener process. In particular, the stochastic integral defines 
centred martingales, and an L*-isometry property also holds. 
3.1 DEFINITION. Let 0 < to < t. An adapted process on [to, t] is a map 
f: [to, t] -+ L’(%‘) such that f(s) E L’(SQ for all s E ft,, t]. Since we shall 
deal exclusively with adapted processes, we shall henceforth drop the 
adjective. An LP-process is a process f such that f (s) E Lp(FS) for all s. 
3.2 DEFINITION. A process h on [to, t] is said to be simple if it can be 
expressed as 
on [t,,t),forsomet,<t,<~~~ <t,=tandh,EL’(W), l<k<n-1. 
Since h is a process, we see that h(s) = h,-, E L’(q) for all tkml Q s < tk, 
i.e., h,- I E L ‘(Wt:,J. 
Let ZJ EL&&R+, ds) be real-valued. We shall denote !P(ux~~,~,) by ul,. 
Then !Pt is self-adjoint and belongs to L”(T) for all t E R + . Furthermore, 
we have, for 0 < s < t. 
For each t, !Pt is a (version of the) Bernoulli distribution on the two-point set 
(--a,, at}, where a: = ji ] u(x)]’ dx, and so is centred, i.e., m( !Pt) = 0 [ 241. 
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Furthermore, !Pt has independent increments; if t, < t, Q t, < t,, then for 
any bounded Baire functions $, A on R, we have 
This is because the W*-algebras generated by {Y(z): z E K,} and { Y(z’): 
z’ E K2} are independent whenever K, and K, are orthogonal subspaces of 
2 [24]. 
3.3 DEFINITION. If h = 2 h,- ,xtlk-,,lkj is a simple process on [to, t], the 
It&Clifford stochastic integral of h over [t,, t] is 
k=l 
Clearly (i, h(s) dYS EL’(q), and is independent of the decomposition of h 
as a sum of step-functions. For notational convenience we will sometimes 
write Z(h) for I:, h(s) dYS and A Yk for Yt, - Ytk-,. 
3.4 LEMMA. Let {X,: t E I?,} be an LP-martingale, and suppose that 
0 <s < t. Then m(f(Xt - X,)g) = 0 for any fE Lq(q), g E L’(q) with 
l/p + I/q + l/r = 1. In particular, m(f(Yt - YS) g) = 0 for anyfE Lq(Q, 
g E L’(q) with l/q + l/r = 1. 
Proof We have 
m(fK -X,1 8) = m WK - X,1) 
= mMK(X, -X,>> 
= 0. 
The last part follows since Yt E Lm for all t. Q.E.D. 
3.5 THEOREM. The Z&Cl;~ord stochastic integral satisfies the 
following: 
00 Ii, @h(s) +/MS>) dY: = Q (i, 4s) d’Y, + P si, g(s) dys for simple 
processes h, g and a, /3 E C. 
(b) rn(& h(s) dYS) = 0, for simple h. 
(c) Zf h is a simple L2-process on [to, t], i.e., h(s) E L2(gS) for all t, < 
s < t, then I:, h(s) dys E L2(%) and II I:, h(s) dYsll: = I:, II h(s)ll: I u(s)l’ ds. 
Proof (a) This is clear. 
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(b) We have 
m 
for suitable t, < t, < . a. < t, = t and h,- 1 E L’(gtk-,), 
=o by Lemma 3.4. 
(cl 
By Lemma 3.4 we see that the off-diagonal (i.e., k #j) terms all vanish, so 
we need only consider the terms with k =j. 
However. 
m(dYkh,*_,hk_,dY~)=m(h,*_,hk_,(dYk)2) 
=m(hk*_,h,e,) i tye, I UWl’ ds 
= * m(h,*_,h,-,)X~fk-1.1~3(S) lu(s)12 ds. 
Summing over k gives the result. Q.E.D. 
We shall call property (c) the isometry property of the ItiSClifford 
stochastic integral. It is this property which will allow us to define the 
stochastic integral for processes other than simple ones. First we need some 
preliminary results. 
Let dp denote the measure 1 u(s)/’ ds on IR + . 
3.6 THEOREM. Let g be a continuous L2-process on [to, t]; i.e., s H g(s) 
is continuous from [t,, t] into L2(S9). Then, for given E > 0, there is a simple 
L2-process h on [to, t] such that 
i 
f 
f. II g(s) - WI: 44s) < E. 
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I’roo~ Let E’ > 0 be given. Since g is continuous, it is uniformly 
continuous on [to, t], and so there is to < t, ,< . +. < t, = t such that 
II g(s) - &- ,>,I: < E’ 
whenever tk _ 1 Q s < tk . 
Putting h = CL gLl)x~tk-,.tk~7 we see that 1) g(s) - h(s)ll: < E’ for all 
to < s < t, and so 
3.7 LEMMA. For fixed X E L’(V), the map s w M,(X) is continuous 
from IR + into L2(Q). 
Proof. The map s c-, e, is strongly continuous on 3 = L2(F? + , dx) and 
so r(e,) is strongly continuous on A(Z). Therefore s I+ M,(X) = 
o-‘r(e,) DX is continuous from R, into D-‘A(R) =L2(y?), Q.E.D. 
This result also follows from the LP-martingale convergence theorem 
[2,3]. 
We recall that L’([t,, t], dp;L2(@)), the complex Hilbert-space of L2(V)- 
valued measurable maps on [t,, t], square-integrable with respect to u& is 
isomorphic to the Hilbert-space tensor product L ‘( [to, t], G$) @ L*($!F). This, 
in turn, is the completion of the algebraic tensor product C( [to, t]) @ L’(V), 
where C( [to, t]) is the space of complex-valued continuous functions on 
[to, t]. (The element #(.) @ X is identified with 4(.)X in the above 
isomorphism.) 
We will consider elements of L2([to, t], dp; L2(g)) as maps: 
[t,, t] -+ L2(%F) defined ~1 almost everywhere rather than equivalence classes 
of maps. Thus, f E L’([t,, t], 4; t’(V)) is a process if f (s) E L’(~),u a.e. 
Let !$ [t,, t] denote the set of processes in L2( [ to, t] dp; L’(‘SY)). 
3.8 PROPOSITION. 8[to, t] is u c2osed subspace ofL*([t,, t] &;L’(G?)); 
i.e., $j[t,, t] is a Hilbert-space. 
Proof. Let (&) be a sequence in 5, [t, , t] such that f, 35 in L 2 ( [ t, , t], dp; 
L*(g)). By passing to a subsequence, we may suppose that&(s) *J(s) p a.e. 
in L’(g). But f,(s) E L’(q) P a.e. and so f(s) E I.*(wS) ~1 a.e. Hence 
fE BP07 tl. Q.E.D. 
3.9 THEOREM. Let f E @[to, t]. Then f can be approximated arbitrarily 
closely in @[to, t] by simple processes in S[to3 t]. 
580/40/2-4 
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Proof. For given E > 0 there is n E N and #jG C([t,, t]), XjEL2(g), 
1 <j < n such that 
Since f is a process and M,: L*(P) + Lz(SYS) is a contraction, we have 
’ 
J 11 
fts) - i #jts) M.y(xj) * dP(s) 
to j=l II 2 
t 
= 
ill ( 
to Ms fts) - i 4jI(s)xj * Cts) 
j=l Ill 2 
By Lemma 3.7, each #,(~)M~ (Xi) is a continuous L*-process (and so 
belongs to $j[[t,, t]) and can therefore be approximated by simple processes 
in fi [to, t], by Theorem 3.6. The result now follows since a finite linear 
combination of simple processes is a simple process. Q.E.D. 
3.10 THEOREM. For f E b[t,, t], there is a sequence (h,) of simple 
processes converging to f in $ [to, t], and there is I(f) E L*(q) such that 
Ii, h,(s) dYS converges to Z(f) in L*(q). Moreover, I(f) is independent of 
the particular sequence (h,) converging to jI 
Proof. The existence of (h,) converging to f in $[t,,, t] is guaranteed by 
Theorem 3.9. In particular, (h,) is a Cauchy sequence in s[[t,, t], and 
therefore, by the isometry property, CT:, h,d!#‘) is a Cauchy sequence in 
L*(SQ. The existence of the required r(J) follows from the completeness of 
L2(@3. 
It is easy to see that I(J) is independent of the particular sequence (h,). 
Q.E.D. 
3.11 DEFINITION. For f E $[t,, t], the It&Clifford stochastic integral of 
f is l:,f (s) dYS = Z(f), where I(J) E L*(q) is as given by Theorem 3.10. 
If 0 < t, < t, Q t, and f E B[&,, f2], then the restrictions off to [to, ti] and 
[ti, t2] belong to B [to, tl] and B [t,, f2], respectively, and 
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Proof: Parts (a), (b), and (c) follow immediately from Theorem 3.5. 
(d) Let h = JJi=, hk-,~llk-l,td with t, <t, < ... < t,, = 6 &-i E 
L*(@~~-,) be a simple process in b [to, t]. Then, for any g E L*&,), we have 
m (gbhdYs)= il m(ghk-Jyk) 
=o by Lemma 3.4. 
It follows that M,Ou:, h dYs) = 0 for all simple processes h in 8 [to, t], and 
hence for all h E 8 [t, , t]. 
(e) Let 0 < t, < t. Then 
% (/;fd y ) = M,, (j-;fd y + f/dY) 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. For continuous f, one might be tempted to try to define the 
stochastic integral &fdY& as the limit of Ci’,f(rk)(Ylk - Ytk-,) for 
to s Tl < t, < .+a < t, < t, = t as the partition of [to, t] becomes finer. 
However, just as for the stochastic integral with respect to a Wiener process, 
the limit will depend on the choice of rk E [tk- i, t,]; rk = t,- i giving the It& 
integral. To see this, consider f(s) = YS = Y(Y(u~,~,~J and suppose that 
u(x)= 1 for all xE R,, and set r,=(l -A)t,-,+At,, where O<kg 1. 
(Note that YS E 8 [to, t].) Put 
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Using independence and the anti-commutation relations, we see that 
the last term has L2-norm equal to {Ct=i (rk - t,-,)(tk - rk)}“* < 
{xi=1 ttk - tk-,)(tk - tk-,)}1’2 which converges to zero as the partition 
becomes liner. The second term is equal to Ci=i (rk - tkpl) 11 = A(t - to) Il. 
Hence we obtain 
s,+jt;YdYs+L(t-t,)ll. 
We see that the limit depends on A. Evidently, it is only for A = 0 that the 
limit is a martingale. (The Stratonovich-Clifford stochastic integral would be 
obtained as the limit of 
Let $j,Oc[O, co) denote the set of processes f such that f E 8 [0, t] for all 
tcEiR+. Then we have seen that {l: f dYs: t E R + } is a centred L*- 
martingale. We shall show, in the next section, that every centred L*- 
martingale has this form. We end this section by showing that the submar- 
tingale uk f dYs)* (Jh f d\Y,) can be decomposed as the sum of a martingale 
and an increasing positive process. 
Let f E L ‘( [t,,, t], dp; L’(g)), the Banach space of measurable maps f 
from [to, t] into L’(g) such that Ilf (.)lli is integrable over [to, t] with 
respect to dp. Then &f(s) dp( s is a well-defined element of L ‘(P’). Indeed, ) 
it is uniquely determined by the formula 
for all g E L”O(Q). 
Furthermore, for any f E L ‘([to, t], Q; L’(W)) and a E R + , we have 
j’ I&-) 44s) = Ma (j’ f 6) 44s)) a 
to to 
In particular, it follows that I:, Mto(f (8)) dp(s) E L’(GQ. 
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3.13 DEFINITION. An element h E L’(8) is said to be even (resp. odd) if 
/3/r = h (resp. -h), where B: L2(Q) + L2(8) denotes the self-adjoint unitary 
o-‘T(-1) D. w  e say that h has definite parity if h is either even or odd. If 
f: [4w tl +L2W), we say that f is even (resp. odd) if j?f (s) =f (s) (resp. 
--if)) for all s E [to, t]. We say that f has definite parity if f is either even or 
Writing h EL2(g) as h =f(h +/3h) + f(h -ph), we see that h is 
(uniquely) the sum of an even element and an odd element of L2(V) 
(defining 0 as both even and odd). 
Furthermore, /3h = kh iff r( - 1) ha = &2, and so h is even iff 
hLJ E @~z0112,(2’), and h is odd iff hB E @~‘0~2,+,(2?‘). It follows that 
if h is even (resp. odd) there is a sequence (g,) of even (resp. odd) 
polynomials in Q”, the algebraic span of the fields Y(u), v E2’, such that 
g,R --) hR in A(Z); i.e., g, + h in L2(Q). Evidently, for any v E Z, Y(n) is 
odd. We also note that if h E L2(Q, then /?h E L2(T), and if g E L”3(S3Q, 
then /3g E La,(q). 
3.14 LEMMA. (i) Let h’E L’(F) be even, and h” E L2(SF) be odd. 
Then m(h’ *h”) = 0. 
(ii) Let h E L’(Q), and g E La(g) have definite parity. Then hg is 
even if h and g have the same parity, otherwise hg is odd. 
ProoJ (i) m(h’*h”)= (h’f2, h”Q)=O, since h’l2 and h”l2 lie in 
orthogonal subspaces of A(Z). 
(ii) Suppose h EL’(Q), g E LoD(F) are both even. Then there is a 
sequence (g,) of even polynomials in Q” such that g, -+ h in L’(@), and 
therefore g, g -+ hg in L’(%?). But r(-1) g, go = g, gfi for all n, and so 
r(-1) hgl2 = hg.0; i.e., p(hg) = hg. The other cases are similar. Q.E.D. 
3.15 LEMMA. Let 0 < to Q s < t, and suppose g E L2(5Q has definite 
parity. Then 
Wf - ysy,)g = *g(u: - YSY,) 
depending on whether g is even or odd. 
Proof: Suppose g is odd. Then there is a sequence (g,) of odd 
polynomials in gfO, the self-adjoint subalgebra of Q” generated by the fields 
Y(v) with u E Z’ with ess supp v c [0, to], such that g, + g in L2(Q. 
NOW Y: - ul, = WwIs.tI) and wIs,fl is orthogonal in 2’ = L 2(iR + , ds) to 
all v with ess supp v c [0, to]. It follows from the anti-commutation relations 
that 
(u: - Y$) g, = -&(y: - ysu,) 
The result follows by letting n -+ co. For g even the proof is similar. Q.E.D. 
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3.16 THEOREM. Let f ‘, f u E $j [to, t] both have definite parity. Then 
depending on whether f ’ and f ” have equal or opposite parity. 
Proof: First we note that if f E $[t,, t], then If(. E L’([t,, t],dp; 
L’(Q)) and so, by polarization, we see that f ‘(-)*f “(e) is (a process) in 
L’([t,,t],dp;L’(~)). Hence (:,M,,(f’(s>*f”(s))dCl(s)EL1(~:o). 
We shall prove the theorem for simple processes, and then use a limiting 
argument. Let h’, h” E $j [t,, t] be simple processes of definite parity. Then 
there is a partition t, < t, < . . . < t, = t such that 
h’ = 2 h;--lx[tk-,,lk) 
k=l 
and h” = i h;-lx[fk-,,lk) 
k=l 
on [to, t) for h;-,, h[-, E L*@-J. 
For any g E L”(qJ, we have 
m(M,,(Z(h’)* Z(h”)) g) = m(Z(h’)* I@“) g) 
= iI $, m(dykhh;T,h,“_,d’Y,g)* 
By Lemma 3.4, we see that the off-diagonal terms all vanish, and if h’ and 
h” have opposite parity and g is even then, by Lemma 3.14, the diagonal 
terms also vanish. For g odd, we apply Lemma 3.15 to obtain 
Thus, for h’, h” of opposite parity and g odd, we have 
m(Z(h’)* Z(h”) g) = - jt; m(h’(s)* h”(s) g) d,u(s). 
However, this remains valid for g even since then both sides vanish. 
Therefore it holds for all g E L “(Q. Hence, for h’, h” of opposite parity, 
MJZ(h’)* Z(h”)) = - j’ M,,(h’(s)* h”(s)) 6(s). 
10 
For h’, h” of equal parity the proof is similar. 
Now let f ‘, f fl E &[t,, t] be of definite parity, and let (h:), (hi) be 
sequences of simple processes converging to f ‘, f O, respectively, in b [to, t]. 
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By considering f(hA f /?h;) and f(hi f /IZri) as necessary, we may suppose 
that h; and hi have the same parity asf’ andf”, respectively. 
We have Z(h,) + Zdf’) and I&‘) + Z(f”) in L*(Q) and so I@:)* Z(hi) + 
Z(f’)* Z(f”) in L’(V). Hence II~,~(Z(ZI;)* Z(h;)) + Ml,(Zdf’)* Zdf”)) in 
L’(%q. 
Now let g E L”(a). Then 
/I 
t 
m(df’(s)*f”(s) - us)* &I+)) d 44s) 
to 
= 
I j 
t mdf’(s)* (f”(s) - hi(s)) g + (f’(s)* - h;(s)*) hi(s) g) dp 
to 
Taking the supremum over g E L*)(Q) with II glloo < 1 and letting n + cc, we 
conclude that 
in L*(%Y), and so MtO(&, h;(s)* h;(s) 9) + Mt,(~~,f’(~)*f”(s) &) in L’(q). 
Hence 
MtO(Zdf’)* Z(f”)) = L’ - lim MtO(Z(Zz~)* I@:)) 
= fL’ - lim 
I 
’ MtO(Zz~(s)* h;(s)) 9 
to 
= f I t w,df’(s)*f”w & to 
3.17 THEOREM. Let f E B [to, t]. Then 
Q.E.D. 
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ProoJ: It is easy to see that pf E !$ [to, t] and so we can write f =f, + fi 
with f, ,f, E 8 [to, ~1, f, even and fi odd. (In fact f, = $(f + /If) and 
f2=f(f-Pf)*> 
By Theorem 3.16, we have 
Summing over i, j = 1, 2 gives the desired result. Q.E.D. 
3.18 THEOREM. Let f E b,,,[O, co). Then 
defines a centred L’-martingale adapted to the family {q: t E R,}. In 
particular, {Ilkf dY12: t E R + } can be written as the sum of a centred L’- 
martingale and a positive increasing process. 
Proof: We have already established that Z, E L’(g) for all t E IR + . For 
0 < f0 < t, write 
ij;fdP 12= (j;fd!J’+jkdP)* (j;fdY+j>dY). 
By Theorem 3.12, we have 
W, ((j;fdY)* (i:,fdY))= (j;fdP)*& (jt)dY) =O, 
and similarly 
WO (([idY)* (j;fd’Y))=& ([{dY’)* j;fdY=Q 
Therefore 
4, (Ij;fdY 12)= 
= 
I j ‘Of dY 0 
I j 
‘Of dY 
0 
2 
I 0 
t 
+ 4, to IPf WI’ h) 
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by Theorem 3.17, 
i.e., Mfo(Z,) = Zfo. 
In particular, m(Z,) = m(M,(Z,)) = m(Z,) = 0. Hence {Z,: t E R + } is a 
centred L l-martingale. Q.E.D. 
Thus we see that the submartingale {I~~~cPP~(~} has a decomposition of 
Doob-Meyer type. 
We define the pointed bracket process, ((LfdY, I$ g dY) by polarization 
from the quadratic form 
i.e., 
We shall see that any L2-martingale is a stochastic integral (Section 4). 
Hence we can define the bracket between any two L2-martingales. 
4. THE REPRESENTATION OF MARTINGALES AS 
STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS 
We shall prove here that every centred L*-martingale adapted to {q: 
t E R, } is given by an It&Clifford stochastic integral. Throughout this 
section Ys will denote Y&,,), s E R, (in other words, we have chosen 
u E Lf,,(R+) to be U(S) = 1Vs E R,). The measure &(s) is now just ds. 
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If M, is a function on R”, we shall use the notation D for the function 
qx, )...) x,) = 6(x2 -x,1 .a. 19(x, - x,-J w(xI ,..., xJ, where 0(x) is the 
Heaviside step-function. 
4.1 THEOREM. Let (X,: t E iR + } be a centred L’martingale adapted to 
the family {%$: t E R,}. Then there is fE !&,,[O, co) such that X, = 
lhf(s) dYsfir all t E R, , where Ys = Y&ro,s,). 
Proof. For each t E R,, X, can be written as a (direct) sum 
x, = c,” 1 Xi”), where Xi”) E L*(q) and x”‘Q E A,(Z). (There is no n = 0 
term since X, is centred.) Since r(e,): A,,(- + A,(R), it is clear that each 
{Xi”‘: t E IT? + } is also a centred L 2-martingale. 
Suppose we know that there is f, E &,[O, a) such that Xj”’ = (if,, dYs. 
By the isometry property, we have (Xin), Xjk))L2 = lk dfn(~),f~(s))~~ ds. In 
particular, f, and fk are orthogonal in each Ij [0, t] for n # k. Furthermore, 
and so we see that f (s) = Cz= 1 f,( s is a well-defined element of 8 [0, t] for ) 
each tER+, and X, = C,“, Xl”’ = C,“, (k f, dYs = li f dYs by the 
isometry property. 
It is enough, therefore, to prove the theorem for an “n-particle 
martingale”: i.e., we may suppose that X,0 E A,(&?) for all t E IR + , for 
some n > 1. Then there is an anti-symmetric function w  in Lf,,(R +) such 
that X, = I w(x, ,..., x,,)&,~~~(x, ,..., x,): I . . . I: du, . . . dx,. Fix 
t > 0. Suppose first that w  E P(lR”), with supp w  G [0, t]“, and w  vanishes 
in a neighbourhood of the set {(xi ,..., x,) E R”: xi = xi some i #j}. 
Then 6 also belongs to Y(lR”). For 0 < s < t, set f(s) = 
n! J $(x1 ,..., x,-,, s): tq(xi) ... w(x,-,): dx, . . . dx,,-,. Then a(. ,..., s) has 
support in [0, s]“-l and so f(s) EL*(SQ. (Indeed, f(s) is in the closure of 
the linear span of Wick monomials of degree n - 1 in L’(Q.) Furthermore, 
Ilf 6) -f wll: = IIf Q -fW a2 
(n!)’ 
= (n - l)! J / ( fj’ @(s -x,1) w(x, ,..., s) i=l 
- (jj e(d -x,)) W(X ,,..., s’) 1 2 dw, -*a dx,-,. 
/=I 
It follows that the map s wf(s): [0, t] --t L2(5?) is continuous, and hence 
SE 810, fl. 
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The stochastic integral off is given as 
1 
if(‘) dyS = L2 - !+& i f(tj-*)(Yfl- Yt,-,), 
j-1 
where tj = jt/k. 
NOW f(tj-,)(u’, - Yt,J ~2 =f(t,- ,> Wr, ,-,, J ~2 which below to 
A.(-, since I W(xI,...rx,-l, tj-l)X[t _ ,t~ (xi) dx, = 0 for any 1 < i < n - 1. 
Let u E A($?+) and consider (u, ~&)‘dY$). By the previous remark, we 
may assume that tr E A,(Z). 
We have (where Y, denotes the permutation group on n letters) 
= &j 5(x1 ,..., XJ w(x ,,..., x,J dx, -.. dx, 
= v, 
(j 
w(x, 9.-*, x,): I// . . . I//(X,,): dx, a.. dx,$ . 
It follows that I w(x, ,..., x,): I . . . I: dw, . . . dx,D = jtf(s) dY$, 
and so 
1  ^
w(x, ,-a*, x,): ~0,) --a VW: dx, -a- dx, = j’f (s) dYs. 
0 
Now let w  E L~,,(lF?~) be anti-symmetric. Then there is a sequence (wk) in 
Y(lR”) such that each We is anti-symmetric, vanishes in a neighbourhood of 
1(x * ,..., x,) E R”: X[ = x, some i # j} (depending on k), and has support in 
[a t]“, and such that wk-’ wxlO,rln in L’(lR”,). It follows that 
s w  v(x*) -.- I: dx, 7.. dx,Q converges to WC% 7.-)X~o,t&* 7.. ): 
y/(x,) .a-: u!.x, *-* f dx,$2 in A(X), and so I wk: I ...: dx, . . . dx,, converges 
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and 
,..., xn-,, s): y(x,) -a- y(x,-,): dx, -a- dx,-,, we have fk E 8[0, t] 
i Wk(X, *-*, x,): y(xl) *.a y(x,): dx, --. dx, = I ‘.&(s)d!?$ 0 
Now, w,t -+ wro,tln in L2(R:) implies that 
I IB(s-x,) ..- e(s-x,-,)(w+- w~,~,~~~)(x ,,..., s)l’dx, ea. dx,-,-+O 
for almost all s, for some subsequence (w,,). 
Hence 
= ,n’“‘f,, j~~(~-~,)~~~~(s-x,-~)(w~~-~~,)(~~,...,s)~~dx, . ..dx.-, 
+O for almost all s; 
i.e., (f,,,(s)) is L’(u’)-Cauchy for almost all s. 
It follows that there is S(s) E L*(g) such that f,,,(s) -+f(s) in L’(g) for 
almost all s. Moreover, since&k(s) E t’(9Q it follows thatf(s) E I,*(%‘$‘,) for 
almost all s. Thus f(.) is an L2-process on [0, t], For any g E L’(g), 
(g&(s)) is continuous in s and so (g&s)) = lim(g,fn,(s)) a.e. is (Borel) 
measurable in s. Hence f( .) is measurable. Furthermore, 
Ilns>K = IV(s) fAl’ 
which is integrable over [0, t] with respect to ds. ThusfE $[O, t]. Moreover, 
we have 
Hence 
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Therefore 
= lim 
i 
w,~(x~ ,..., x,): I ... I: dx, ... dx, 
= lim If., dY, 
i 0 
= ‘fdYs; 
I 0 
i.e., for fixed t > 0, X, = skf dYs with f E 8[0, t]. Similar, for t’ > 0 we 
obtain 
X,, = t’f I dYs 
I 
for somef’ E b [0, t’]. 
0 
But if t’ > t, we have 
j;fdYs=X,=M,(X,.)=M, (j;fJdYs) 
= tf’dYs. 
I 0 
It follows that f ‘(8) =f(s) a.e. on [0, t], and so there is f E !&,[O, 00) such 
that X, = li f (s) dYs for all t E I? + . Q.E.D. 
As a corollary we can write down an expression for J”; Y dYs in terms of 
Wick products. Indeed, let w(x, , x2) = $(8(x2 - x,) - 6(x, - x2)) r3(x,) 0(x2). 
Then w  E L~,,,(IR:) and is anti-symmetric. Furthermore, a(~,, x2) = 
$0(x, - x,) w(x, , x2) = fe(x, - x,) 0(x,) e(x,). Setting f(s) = 2! J 6(x, s) 
y(x) dx, we have 
f(S) = j 06 - X) e(X) W(X) dx = j ~ro.s](x) W(X) dx 
= Y(s). 
Thus 
j’f (s) dK = I,’ W) d< 
= 
i 
w(xI, x,hco,t)2: v&J VIW dx, dx,. 
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5. THE STOCHASTIC INTEGRAL WITH RESPECT TO A 
WICK MARTINGALE 
We have constructed the stochastic integral with respect to the field 
!Ys = Y(u~t,,J, u E L~,,(R +) and we shall show now that precisely the same 
method can be employed to define a stochastic integral with respect to a 
Wick monomial martingale W(u, ,..., u,; s); u, ,..., u, E L&&R +). 
Let ui ,..., u, E L,&(lR +) be fixed and denote W(u, ,..., u,; s) by W,; then 
{W,: s E R,} is an Lm-martingale adapted to (gs: s E R,}. 
5.1. PROPOSITION. For any Wick monomial :Y(f,) s.. !P(jJ:, J E A?, 
1 < i < n, we have : Y(f,) ... Y(&): : !P(.fl) ... Y(f,): * = all for some 
aEiR+. In particular, W, W,* = a, 1, where s H a, is a positive increasing 
continuous function on R + . 
Proof. Let V= {a,,..., v,} be a set of n orthonormal vectors in 3. We 
claim that any product : Y(z;) a.. Y(zA): : Y(Fy) .. . Y(.Fi): with z;, z;’ E I’, 
1 < i, j < n, is a multiple of Il. To see this, note that by the anti-symmetry of 
the Wick product it vanishes if z[ = zj, some i #j or if zi = zf some k # 1. It 
suffices then, again by anti-symmetry, to consider the case z; = z/ = ui, 
1 < i < n. By Wick’s theorem, the orthonormality of the uI)s, and anti- 
symmetry, we see that : Y(u(v ,) . . . Y(u(v,,): :Y(t7,) . .. Y(r7,): = 1, which verifies 
our claim. 
Using the multilinearity of the map g, ,..., g, N :Y( g,) ... Y( g,): it 
follows that :Y(f,) ... Y(fn): :Y(fl) --. Y(&):* = all for some a E Cc. Since 
the 1.h.s. is non-negative we see that a E R + . 
The value of a can be computed from 
a = (0, :Y(fl) -.- Y(fn): :Y(f,) -a 
= 11 :Y(fJ “a Y(f”):* Lq* 
= IIWJ *** cmw 
In particular, W, W,* = a, 1, where 
s s 
a, = 
i 1 
. * * 1 u(s, )..., S”)12 ds, 
0 
o 
%fJ: * 0) 
. . ds, 
with u(s, ,..., s,) = (n!)“’ ~/(a, @ . . . @ ui)(si ,..., s,). Clearly s t+ a, is 
positive, increasing and continuous. Q.E.D. 
Let v denote the (Borel) measure on R + given by the function a,; i.e., 
v( [a, /?I) = a4 - a, for a < /I E II? + , and let a( [to, t], dv) denote the Hilbert- 
space of processes in L*( [to, t], dv; L’(q)). 
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Let h = c;=l hk-&-,,tk)9 to < t, Q *** < 44 = 6 hk-1 E LW-J be a 
simple L2-process on [to, t]. 
5.2 DEFINITION. The stochastic integral of h over [to, t] with respect to 
W, is 
I t h(s) dW, = t hk--lwtk - W-J* 10 k=l 
As before, we see that j-i,, h(s) dW, is independent of the decomposition of h 
as a sum of step-functions, is linear in h, and belongs to L*(q). 
Furthermore, exactly as in Theorem 3.5(b), we see that I:, h d W, is centred. 
The analogue of Theorem 3.5(c) is 
5.3 THEOREM. For any simple L2-process h, 
that is, the map h w  s:, h d W, is an isometry from 8( [to, t], dv) into L*(q). 
proof: III:,hdW,I(:=C~=,Cj”=,m(AW;Ehl*_,h,_,AW,), 
(where A W, = W*, - Wtk-,,) 
= i, m(lhk-l? cwtk- wtk-l)(wtk- wtp-,)*) 
by Lemma 3.4, 
= t m(l hk-l? twtk flk - wtk-, wz-,>> 
k=l 
since W, is a martingale, 
= $, m(l hk-l I’)(atk - atk-I) 
= :, II WI: dv(s). I 
Q.E.D. 
The construction of &fdW, forfE $j([t,, t], dv) is carried out exactly as 
before using simple approximations, and the generalization of Theorem 3.12 
holds with v replacing 1~ throught. (Note that if the Wick monomials W, have 
degree one, then W, = !P(u~~~,~~) for some u E L f,,( R + ) and we recover the 
earlier results.) 
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The extension of Theorem 3.18 will be considered elsewhere. We note, 
however, that a result similar to Theorem 3.18 can be easily obtained for the 
“left-stochastic integral” Ib dW,f(s) = (&f(s) * d IV,*) *. 
Indeed, for a simple L2-process h(s), we have, for any g E L”(~O), 
= 21: m(~~,AW,*AWkhk-l g), 
k=l 
since the off-diagonal terms give zero contribution, 
= :, W%,@*(s) h(s)) g) W). 
I 
Hence 
By continuity, as in Theorem 3.16, the same result holds with h replaced by 
anyfE $([t,,, t], dv). We then obtain 
5.4 THEOREM. F0r.f E 8,,,([0, a>, dv), 
z,= / j++-lfo’dv 
defines a centered L’martingale adapted to {T: t E R + }. 
6. LP-PROPERTIES 
Let A(“)(z) =A&v) 0 a*- @ A,(Z) denote the subspace of A(Z) of 
vectors with no more than n particles, and let P, denote the projection of 
L’(q) onto D-‘A’“)(X). Then P, commutes with the conditional expec- 
tation Mt on L’(q). 
We recall that the number operator N on A(,#‘) is defined by 
N r urn = n-hn,,, for each n = 0, 1, 2 ,.... It is easy to verify that the 
semigroup {edSN, s E R + } is given by {F(eeS), s E IR + }. Moreover, it is 
known that, for any 1 <p < co, D- ‘eesND defines a bounded map from 
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L*(q) into L”(g) provided s is sufficiently large [ 11, 311. By duality, it 
follows that, for any 1 < p < co, D - ‘eeSND defines a bounded map from 
t”(g) into L*(Q) for sufficiently large s. 
Now let fe L*(Q) with DfE A,(Z). Then, for any 1 <p < co, there is 
SEIR, such that D-‘eeSNDf ELP(g). But D-‘eVSNDf =epSnJ and so 
fe Lp(9). In other words, D-‘/1,(2’) G Lp(Q) for all 1 <p < co, and so 
P,L*(%Y) G Lp(B) for all n. 
6.1 THEOREM. Let f E $([to, t], dv) and suppose thatf(s) E PNOL2(@) v 
a.e. on [to, t], for some integer N,,. Then there is a sequence of simple 
processes (h,) with h,(s) E PNOL2(V) for t, < s < t such that (h,) converges 
tof in B([to, t], dv). 
ProoJ: We know that f can be approximated in a( [to, t], dv) by a 
sequence of simple processes, (g,), say. Put h,(s) = PNOgJs) for each 
s E [to, t]. Then h, is a simple process since M&h,,(s)) = MS(PNOg,(s)) = 
PNOMS( g,,(s)) = PNO g,,(s) = h,,(s). Furthermore, 
/f 6) - Mllz = [if(S) - pNogn(s)l12 
= IIpN,df(s) - &(s))l12 
< Ilf (4 - gn(s>l12v a.e. 
and so h, +f in @([to, t], dv). Q.E.D. 
6.2 THEOREM. Let f E $([to, t], dv) be such that f(s) E PNOL2(g) v 
a.e. on [to, t] for some NO E n\l. If (h,) is a sequence of simple processes 
converging to f in $([t,,, t], dv) satisfying h,(s) E PNOL2(Q) v a.e. on [to, t], 
then j:, h, dW, converges to I:,f dW, in Lp(‘Z) as n + o3, for all 1 Qp < co. 
Proof: By Theorem 6.1, such a sequence (h,) exists. If N, = NO + 
(degree of W,), we have I:, h, dW, E P,,L*(SF) and so (:,f dW, = L*(g) - 
lim j-i, h, dW, E PN,L2(g). Hence (i, h, dW, E Lp(B) and li,f dW, E Lp(V) 
for all n, and all 1 < p < 00. 
Let 1 <p < 00 be given, and set X,, = &f dW, - I:, h, dW,. Let s E R + 
be such that D-‘ewSND is bounded from Lp’(Q) into L*(g), where 
P’ &PAP - 1). 
For any g E L”O(Q) with ]] gllp, Q 1, we have 
Im(g*&)l = Kg7 TM 
= I(D- ‘epSNDg, D-leSNDXJL21, 
580/48/2-S 
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since DX, is in the domain of esN, 
< IID- ‘csNDg[lz IID-1eSNDXnj12 
& I(D-1e-SNDgl12 esN1 llXnl12, 
since X, E PN1L2(F), 
G CeSN* II gIlpI II-U2, 
for some constant C. 
Taking the supremum over all such g, we have 
IlX,ll, G CesNl 11-%112 + 0 as n-+oo. Q.E.D. 
We can strengthen Theorem 2.3 if we know that the martingale X, belongs 
to PNL2(@) for some N. 
6.3 THEOREM. Let (X,: t E R, } be an L2-martingale adapted to the 
family {G$ t E R + ) and suppose that X, E P,L’(%?) for all t E ll? + , for some 
NE IN. Then, for any T > 0, there is a sequence (Y,) in W such that 
Y,,(t) -+ X, in Lp(V), for 1 <p < co, uniformly in t E [0, T]. Indeed, the 
sequence (Y,,) may be chosen so that Y,,(t) E PNL2(Q) for all t E IT? + andfor 
all n. 
Proof: Since X, E PNL2(SF), the sequence (w,) in 2lI of Theorem 2.3 can 
be chosen so that each w, is a linear combination of Wick monomials of 
degree at most N, i.e., we can find (w,) in PN2B such that w, + X, in L’(g). 
Putting Y”(t) = M,(w,), we obtain, as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, 
II Yn(O -x,112 Q II w, -XAI2, for 0 < t < T. 
Since Y,(t) - X, E PNL2(GF) for all t E R,, for all n, we get, for given 
l<P<% 
II W> -&II, = CeSN II y,(t) -Xtl12 
= CeSN II w, - X,II,, O<t<T 
for suitable constants C and s E R + . Q.E.D. 
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7. DECOMPOSITIONS AND STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS IN A 
PROBABILITY GAGE SPACE 
7.1. We would like to indicate that it is possible to construct an integral 
of the It&Clifford type in a more general context. In what follows we 
introduce this context and subsequently the construction along with some 
indication of the motivating case. 
We consider an increasing family of finite von Neumann algebras, 
(cu,) aE IR+, acting on a fixed Hilbert-space r, which satisfy: 
(i) If a1 < a2 then aI,, is a von Neumann subalgebra of Uu2. 
(ii) The algebra U, = (lJ, a,)” is finite. 
(iii) n4>a U, = ‘L[,. 
Let 4 be a faithful normal trace on a, with d(1) = 1. We write Lp(‘u,, $), 
1 <p < co, 0 < a Q co, to denote the non-commutative analogues of the 
Lebesgue spaces [6, 21, 321. We shall contract L”(‘?I,,() to Lp(21,). We 
note that Lp(21,,) ELM zLp(21,) for 0 < a, < a2 4 co and that the 
conditional expectation M,: Lp(21,) + L”(U,) exists and satisfies the 
properties listed in [29]. A family (X,) E L ‘(?I,), a E R + is a process if 
X, E L ‘(a,). A process is a martingale (resp. supermartingale, submar- 
tingale) if M&QJ =&, for al < a2 (rev. M&J&) GX,,, 
Ma,(Xa2) > X,,). Clearly (X,) is a supermartingale if and only if (-X,) is a 
submartingale. A process (A,) is positive increasing if 0 <A,, Q Am2 for 
O<a, (a,. A potential is a supermartingale (X,) for which X, > 0, 
aElR+, and $(X,) + 0 as a + co. We shall call a process, (X,), (left, right) 
continuous if the map: R + + L’(U,), a +X, is (left, right) continuous. 
To distinguish between (stochastic) processes which are families of 
random variables on a probability space and those which are families of 
(possibly unbounded) operators on Hilbert-space we shall refer to the former 
as commutative processes and the latter as non-commutative processes. The 
corresponding theories will be distinguished in the same way. These terms 
are justified by the fact that integrable random variables on a probability 
space (a, Z, P) can be identified with elements of the predual of the von 
Neumann algebra L”O(f2, C, P) and conversely if ‘u, is commutative then the 
operators in L’(B,, 4) may be identified with random variables on an 
appropriately chosen probability space. The details of this are in [21]. 
A problem studied extensively in the commutative theory is the Doob- 
Meyer decomposition of a supermartingale into the difference of a martingale 
and a positive increasing process. One application of this is the construction 
of the stochastic integral with respect to an L*-bounded martingale [ 151: We 
shall develop a non-commutative counterpart to the Doob-Meyer decom- 
position for this will allow us to define our non-commutative “stochastic” 
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integral in the same way as the usual one. In order for a commutative super- 
martingale (X,) to have a Doob-Meyer decomposition it is necessary and 
sufficient that it be of class D, i.e., that the set of all possible stoppings of 
(X,), {X,: r is a stopping time}, be uniformly integrable. Now whilst there is 
a non-commutative version of the idea of a stopping time and stopped 
processes (see Sections 3, 6 of [2]) these do not lead to a smooth 
development of the theory as in the commutative case. However, a result due 
to Rao [ 191 indicates a possible way round this. We shall need a little 
notation. Let (X,) be a commutative potential. For each 12 E N we have the 
discrete parameter potential (Xi/2n)~a=O. Using the Doob decomposition for 
discrete parameter supermartingales [7] we can write 
where A(i, n) = A(i - 1, n) - A4 (, ._ 1)/2n(Xi/2n - Xci- l)/zn) and A@, n> = 0 and 
A(OCI, n) = limi,co A(i, n). We have 
7.2 LEMMA. Let (X,) be a right continuous potential and let A(oo, n) be 
as above. (X,) is of class D if and only if {A(co, n): n E N} is uniformly 
integrable. 
This lemma becomes our point of departure in 
7.3 DEFINITION. (i) Let (X,) E L’(‘&,, $) be a process. We say that 
(X,) is of class D if 
is weakly relatively compact in L’(%,, 4). 
(ii) We say that (X,) is of class D, if S,(X,) = 
(22 i M,,- i),Zn(Xi,Zn - X+ i),&: n E n\l } is a weakly convergent sequence in 
WL 4). 
Remarks. (i) We replace uniform integrability with weak relative 
compactness since this is the consequence of uniform integrability we shall 
actually use. 
(ii) This may be a bit stronger than we actually need when dealing 
with right continuous processes. 
(iii) Note that as the weak closure contains the norm closure the 
objects corresponding to A(oo, n) will form a weakly relatively compact set. 
(iv) Class D, will correspond to class D in commutative theory. In 
the commutative case it would be enough to take 7.3(i) as a definition of 
class D in order to get the decomposition of a class D supermartingale into a 
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martingale and a unique natural positive increasing process. This follows 
because we can define IF Y,- dA, as a Lebesgue Stieltjes integral (see 
details of Rao’s proof of uniqueness of the natural process). We cannot do 
this in the non-commutative case so we have to adjust our notion of class D 
and natural (see below). 
(v) In 7.3(ii) the choice of dyadic rationals i/2” is not essential. All 
that is required is a sequence E, G R +, where E, = (0 = to” < t: < ..a 
<t; **- (co} and tz+ co as m-t co, with E,sE,+, and UNEn a dense 
subset of IR ‘. 
7.4 EXAMPLE (!P is the Clifford Distribution). Let Ye denote Y(u&,,,), 
where u E Lk(O, 0); we know that !Pa is self-adjoint and that !Pi = 
]I ~xl~,~~]]: Il. So it is clear that the process (Yi) is of class D and D, since 
g1 %JC - yL> = 5 wriJ~)(II W[O,a,] II: - II WpQ] II3 
i=l 
= 2 (~i~u(s)l’ds-j”-‘~u(s)~‘ds) 1 
i=l a~ a0 
= (J=7w~s) 1 wll: 1. 
a0 
.‘. S(!Pi)c {Ill: 0 <A < Ilull:} and so S(Yi) is weakly relatively compact. 
Before we can exploit this definition we must make one more adaptation. 
We shall need to consider objects of the form lr Y+ a!4, in which 
(Ys-1 s ‘UC0 is derived from a martingale and (A,) is a positive increasing 
process with A, = 0. In the commutative case this is a Lebesgue Stieltjes 
integral w  -+ IT Y,-(o) u!4,(w). We shall not (cannot?) define sr Y,- dA, 
“pathwise” in the non-commutative case but rather we shall define it by 
using Bartle’s bilinear vector integral [4] and by taking a limit. This will 
allow us to use the argument of Rao’s paper [ 191 which applies to the 
commutative case. It is probably appropriate to remark at this point that 
Rao does not specify precisely what is meant by j; Y,- dA,. Whilst it is 
likely that the usual Lebesgue Stieltjes integral is intended the quantities are 
manipulated very much as if it is a vector integral. 
We want to prove 
7.5 THEOREM. Let (X,) G L’(%,) be a right continuous supermar- 
tingale of class D. Then (X,) may be decomposed into the dlflerence of a 
martingale and a positive increasing process. If (X,) is of class D, the 
positive increasing process may be chosen to be natural and in this case the 
decomposition is unique. 
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Remark. We shall not define the term natural at this point since we have 
yet to make sense of the terms that will define it. We sketch the proof of 
existence of the decomposition which is just a recasting of the proof of 
Theorem, Section 1 of [ 191. 
Proof (Existence). Just as in the commutative case one can show that a 
right continuous supermartingale has a decomposition into the sum of a 
martingale and a potential (Riesz decomposition). It is enough therefore to 
consider a right continuous potential of class D. Consider (Xi,2n)E0, i E N; 
each of these is a discrete parameter supermartingale for which the Doob 
decomposition is well known, 
Xi,*” = U(i, n) - A(& n), 
where V(i, n) = U(i - 1, n) + Xi/z” - Mti- 1)/2n(Xi/Zn), U(0, n) = X0 and 
A(i,n)=A(i- 13n)+X{i-1)/2n- M,,- 1),2n(Xi,2n), A(0, n) = 0. Once again we 
write A(co, n) = L’ - lim,A(i, n). Since (X,) is of class D {A(& n): i, n E IN} 
is weakly relatively compact and therefore so is {A(co, n): n E N}. This 
means there is a subsequence converging weakly to some A E L ‘(‘?I,) 
(Eberlein Smulian Theorem) [8]. By writing U, = M,(A) and A, = U, - X, 
we have X, = U, - A, and it can be shown that (A,) is a positive increasing 
process with A, = 0. Using the right continuity of (X,) and the descending 
martingale theorem [3] we have that (A,) is right continuous. Before we 
consider uniqueness we must give a meaning to lpf(s) G!A,. Let G denote 
the ring of sets that are finite disjoint unions of intervals of the form (s, t], 
0 < s < t < co. Let (A,) be a positive increasing right continuous process 
withA,=Oandsup,&4,)<co0.WenotethatA=sup,A,=]] ]I,-lim,A, 
exists [2]. Define a function on G by ~((s, t]) =A, -A,. It is clear that ~1 is 
additive and monotone in that if E, FE G and E c F then ,uE < pF in the 
operator sense. The variation of p, 
IPUJ (E)=sUP i IICIEill1:E,y.**,E,E G, (,I i=E 3 I I 
E E G, 
i=l i=l 
takes on a simple form because ,u is positive operator-valued and the L’- 
norm is additive on the positive cone, so that 
Hence ]p ] is the set function E F--+ Jl,uE ]]i and is monotone and additive. We 
recall that the semivariation of ~1 w.r.t. ?I, defined by ]]cc]] (E) = 
sup IICY= wJ%llr~ where the sup is taken over all partitions (E,);=, of E in 
G and elements x1 E 211, with ]]x~]]~ Q 1, is dominated by ]p]. However, it is 
easy to see that in our case ]p] = ]]p]] (put xi = 1, 1 < i < n). 
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Let a(G) denote the o-field on (0, co) generated by G. We shall show that 
~1 has a countably additive extension to o(G). 
7.6 LEMMA. p is countably additive on G. 
ProoJ Given an interval (s, t], 0 < s < t < co, we can use the right 
continuity of (A,) to choose a closed interval [u, t] c (s, t] such that, given 
E > 0, I,u[ (s, U] < E. Now this allows us to choose for each E > 0 and E E G 
a compact B s E such that the extension of 1~ 1 to all subsets of R + given by 
~,u~(A)=~~~{~P)(E):EEG,EzA}, lc11(PI) = 0 
(we shall denote this by I,uI too), is small on E\B. Since 1,~ is monotone and 
subadditive we may argue as follows. 
Let (E,) be a sequence of subsets of R + in G decreasing to 0. We can 
find compact B, s E,, 1~ 1 (E,\B,) < 42”. Since nN B, = 0 it follows that 
there is r E R\l such that nL=, B, = 0. Hence if m > I then E, s 
lJL=, (E,\B,). Now 1,~ I is monotone; hence, 
IPI (En,) G Icrl 5 (En\%)) < i: llul @,\B,,) < E 
II=1 n=1 
but 1~1 (e) is the map E + IlpE 11, on G; thus we have shown that E, 11~1 in G 
implies that IJpE,,II1 1 0. Th e monotonicity of ~1 on G ensures that if (E,) are 
disjoint and UN E, = E E G, E, E G then 27 E, exists and Cy pE, <pE. 
With the above then we have IlpE - Cr= 1 ,uEnJI, + 0 as mT. So p is coun- 
tably additive on G. 
7.7 COROLLARY. I~(11 is countably additive on G. 
ProoJ: IIC~,uE,II, =ll@ll, if E,E G, UNEn= E E G, E, disjoint. But 
llCr”Enll, =Ci” IW,IL~ 
We recall that a vector measure 1 satisfies what Bartle calls “the *- 
property” on a(G) if there is a non-negative real-valued measure d such that 
a(E) + 0 o 111 I( (E) --f 0. Bartle also points out that should a measure have 
finite variation then it satisfies the *-property. 
Accordingly we have 
7.8 COROLLARY. ,u has a unique countably additive extension to o(G) 
that satisfies Bartle’s *-property. 
Proof: That p has a unique L’-valued countably additive extension 
follows from Lemma 8.3.5 of [ 181 using the fact that 1~1 is countably 
additive and Il,u(E)II1 < 1.~1 (E), E E G. It is an easy calculation to verify that 
the variation of the extension of p agrees with the variation of ~1. Since 
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1~1 ([R + ) < co we can conclude that ,U satisfies the *-property. (In fact the 
extension of 1~1 is the positive measure required.) Let the extension of ,U be 
denoted by ,U also. 
We can now define a countably additive measure on a o-field of [R + by 
treating 0 as a set of measure zero and considering H the a-field generated 
by o(G) and (0). Bartle’s theory shows that there is a space of p-integrable 
functions f: IR + + VI,. In the sequel we shall denote lFf(s) C@(S) by 
Somf(4 Q% * 
7.9 DEFINITION. Let (A,), a E IR+, be an increasing process with A,, > 0 
and sup,gi(A,)< co. Let YE%, and let YS-=lim,t,M,(Y), sEIR+. 
Define 
For each n, jr&(s) dA, exists as a Bartle integral. We say that (A,) is 
natural if for each YE ‘?I,, lim, &lk?'f&)~s)=qWY) ,A = Sup,A,. BY 
analogy with the commutative case we write this limit as #(lo” Y,- CM,). 
Remark. The existence of US- (the limit is taken in 11 . /Ii) is assured by 
the martingale theorem. 
7.10 THEOREM. Suppose that (X,) is a potential of class D, and that 
(A,) and (B,) are two natural processes such that 
X,=M,(A)-A,=M,(B)-B,, aEiR+; 
then A, = B,. 
Proof: This is just Rao’s proof recast. The point is that A, -B, = 
M,(A -B); i.e., the processes differ by a martingale; hence 
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Since both processes are natural this states that @(YA) = #(Y&) VY E ?I&, 
i.e., A = B. So A, = B,. 
Proof (Uniqueness). We show that the (A,) constructed is natural. Once 
again the proof is just a recasting of that given by Rao. Given YE VI, form 
St-+ Y,- = lirntT s Mf( Y). We know that 
NOW X, + A, = U,V,; hence Mo(Aa+s -A,) = M,(X, -X,+,) for s > 0. 
In particular then M&A,+i,~, - Al//z”) = M,,,“(Xi/Zn -Xi+& = 
4,*.(Mr,&(~, n) - A(i, n)) - Mi&A(aO, n)-A(i + 1, n))) = 
M&A(i + 1, n) - A(i, n)), where (A(i, n))i”, , is the increasing process that 
occurs in the Doob decomposition of the discrete supermartingale (X&z1 
and A(co, n) = sup, A(i, n). So 
= lip: #(YipM~,~.(A(i + 1, n) - A(i, n))) 1 
= lip 2 #( Y,,,,A(i + 1, n) - Yi,,,A (i, n)) 1 
.A@ +1, n) - YipJ (k n)) 
for y,,*n = 4,2ui+ l/D ) and A(i + 1, n) E L’(!ll,,,.). Thus /(SF Y,- uX,) = 
lim, @(YA(co, n)) for the last series telescopes, but we know that {A(co, n): 
n E N ] is weakly convergent and that A is the weak limit of this subse- 
quence. We take the limit to get d(j-7 Y,- ~54,) = 4(YA), showing that (A,) 
is natural. 
7.11 Remark. We can now prove the converse of this result, which is a 
non-commutative version of 7.2 above. Note that the proof of existence and 
uniqueness of the decomposition proceeds from the weak convergence of 
{A(co, n): n E R\l }. If (X,) is a right continuous supermartingale and has a 
decomposition into a martingale and a positive, natural, increasing process, 
X,= U,--A,, then for a fixed nE iN, 
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So if YE Us and we put Yjlt,, = MjlZn(Y) then 
dtACooy n> Y) = 5 $((Ajj*n-A(j-1)/2n) y(j-l)/*") 
j=l 
wheref,(s) = xi”= i Xlcj- 1)/2n,j/2.1(S) + Ytj- ijlZn. Since (A,) is natural we have 
In the commutative case we would only require {A( co, n): n E N } weakly 
relatively compact because we know by Lebesgue’s bounded convergence 
theorem that for each w  outside of a null set 
so that Kk’fJ~) a,) is convergent. But the weak relative compactness 
gives a subsequence converging to $(AY); hence the whole sequence 
converges to #(Al’). The problem in the non-commutative context is giving a 
meaning to 1,” Y,- dA,. 
7.12. We can now construct an integral with respect to an L2- 
martingale. We shall consider the following context. The nest of von 
Neumann algebras (‘3,) will be assumed continuous; i.e., we augment (iii) of 
Section 7.1 by (lJB.,@ ‘3,)” = ‘u,. The effect of this is to make all the 
martingales continuous as maps R + -+ L ’ rather than just right continuous 
as above. Let X = (X,) c L’(%,) be a bounded martingale. For simplicity 
suppose that X, = X,*Va. We know that (Xi) is a submartingale. Suppose 
further that it is of class D. Since (-Xi) is an L’-supermartingale we have 
Xi = LJ, + A,, where (A,) is a positive natural increasing process and (U,) 
is a martingale. Since a 3 X, is (11 . II*) continuous, a -bXi is (11 . Ill) 
continuous and so a -+ A, is I( II1 continuous. The difference that this makes 
is that the intervals (a, b], [a, b), [a, b], (a, b) now have the same P measure. 
7.13 DEFINITION. Let 2 = (Z,) be an L2-martingale. Let vz(s, t) = 
Z, - Z,, 0 ( s Q t < co. This defines an additive function on the ring of sets 
G. We could prove that v, is countably additive on G in the sense that if 
(EJcG, E,nE,=0 for mfn and U,E,=EEG then vx(E)= 
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L* - lim, xi= r v,(E,). This suggests that we could use Battle’s vector 
integral to define Ihf(s) dv,(s) for suitable integrands with values in L*(‘&,). 
We shall not do this for reasons which will be clearer once we have 
constructed the integral in the fashion below. First note that we can make 
7.14 DEFINITION. (i) Let h(s): IR + --$ %[oo be a process. We say h is 
simple if h(s) = Cf==, h(ti- r)qt ,-,, r,l(~) on (0, oo), where 0 < C, < t, < t, a** < 
t,< co. 
(ii) Let h(s): R + -t ‘u, be a simple process. We define 
j;h(s)dxszfj h(s)dv,y= i h(ti-,)vJ(ti-,3ti]n [(At]). 
to,t1 i=l 
so 
I 
t 4s) dx, = 5 hL)(xti -4,-J if t > t, 
0 i=l 
= C h(tj-,)(X,-X ) if t E (tj-1, tj]. 
I=1 
tj-1 
7.15 LEMMA. Let h(s) be a simple %,-valued process. Then 
where o!A, E ,u is the measure induced by the natural increasing process in 
the Doob decomposition of (Xf). 
Proof. Consider the case t > tk. 
= z MX,, - &,-,I h(L)* h(tj-Wt, - Xt,J> 
=F tW(ti-,)I* (Xt,-Xt,J’) 
by linearity of6 
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because when i <j, 
c6Wtj-,<(Xti -4-J w-l>* w,-mj - X,-J> 
= 4((xti-xti-,) h(fi-l)* h(tj-l) Mtj-l(xtj-xtj-,)) = O 
because h(s) and (X,) are processes and (X,) is a martingale. A similar 
argument shows that the i > j terms vanish. Further, that 
7 O(Ih(ti-l12 (xti-xt,-,)2) =F 9(“ti-,(Ih(fi-~)12 Wtl-xti-,>2)) 
= T $4 h(ti- 111” Mti-,(xti - xti_,)2) 
= T 4 wi- 4’ %Jx:i - q,>> 
=C 4(lh(ti-l12 (Ati-Ati-,)) 
The argument for the case t < t, is identical. 
7.16 DEFINITION. Let 9 denote the set functions f: R + -+ U, such that 
(i) f is the p-almost everywhere limit of simple processes f,. (i.e., for 
y-almost all s E [0, ~0) we have lim,f,(s) =f(s) in I] . I],.) 
(ii) ess SU~~.,~ ]]f(s)]loo < co for each t E R+. 
It follows from (i) that if fE 9 then f is a process p-almost everywhere. 
From (ii) we see that the sequence may be chosen so that Vt > 0 3M~ > 0: 
Vn V(s < t) Ilfn(s)llm < M;. Theorem 8 of [4] ensures that such an f is ,u- 
integrable and that L’ - lim, Iif,(s) dA, = jI,f (s) a!A,. 
7.17 THEOREM. Let f E 9 and (f,) be a sequence of simple processes 
converging ,u-a.e. to J: Then uifn(s) dx,) converges in L2(21,). The limit, 
which we denote by (if(s) dX, , is independent of the particular sequence (f,) 
chosen. 
ProoJ Consider the case where the sequence of functions df,) satisfy 
Vn V(s < t) I] f,(s)ll, < M. Given 6 > 0 let A, E H be such that f,(s) +f (s) 
uniformly for s E [0, t]\Ps and ]],u]] (A,) < 6 (Egoroff). Choosing n(6) so that 
I] f,(s) -f(s)]], < 6 for n > n(6) and s E [0, t]\Ps, then if m, n > n(6) 
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Now suppose that (f,) and (g,) are two sequences of simple processes 
converging p-almost everywhere to f. Then If, - g,j2 is a simple process 
converging to the zero operator p-almost everywhere We can invoke 
Theorem 8 of [4] again and conclude that j-b If, - g,J2 a!A, -+ (‘, 0 &t, = 0 in 
L’. So ti(jk If, - g,12 dA,) = IIJhf, dX$ - Jk g, dx,()g + 0. What we have in 
fact shown is that Jkf(s) dx, is independent of the sequence of simple 
processes converging p-almost everywhere to $ 
7.18 THEOREM. Let f E 9; then (Jhf(s) dx,) is a martingale. 
Proof: If f, + f p-a.e. then (if(r) dXr is the limit of lb&(r) dX, in 11 . /I*. 
Now let s < t; then 
for M, is 11 . II2 continuous and linear. Suppose that f,(s) has the form 
s E (t,_,, tk,. d~Jt~jo>n f4 tl, where 0 = to < t, < t2 I-- < t, = 1, and that c:2%&-1)xt, 
M,~(tj-l)(xfj-xf,_l)) =",Mfj_,(S,<tj-l)(xfj-xfj-,) 
= 4(f($- 1) MfjJXfj - X,-J = 0, 
forj<k 
and for j=k 
~sdfn(~k- I)Gq - Xfk-,>) =.&IL 1)(x, - XfkJ 
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Remarks. (i) We can give a meaning to I:,f(s) dX, in the usual way; it 
is Ib.f(s) xrto,&) dx,. 
(ii) The class of processes 9 is not the widest that can be integrated 
by (X,>. Part ( ii can be weakened for instance. An open problem is the 1 
extension of the integral to L*(%,)-valued processes. 
(iii) The map t + off dx,, for fE 9, is continuous by the 
martingale (norm) convergence theorem [3] (conditions 7: l(iii) and 7:lO are 
essential for this). 
(iv) By defining 3 = {f(~)x~~,~~(s):fE 9’) and defining addition and 
scalar multiplication pointwise we make 4 into a vector space. If we identify 
those elements of q for which lb If- gJ* a!A, = 0, and put 
(f, g> = 4 (rf g*(slf(s) w) 
then q becomes an inner product space and the mapfE 3 3 Jkf(s) dx, 
is an isometry of 4 into L*(‘1[,). We can complete Yt and define an 
“abstract” (non-commutative) stochastic integral as the extension of I(.) to 
the completion of q. As remarked in (ii) above the characterisation of the 
completion has yet to be accomplished for the general case. 
(v) The corresponding results to 3:12(a), (b) follow immediately from 
above. 
As remarked above it may be thought that one can define jbf(s) dXS 
directly, i.e., by using the measure V, and Battle’s vector integral theory. One 
might also be led to believe that this would lead to a widening of the class of 
integrands to L*-valued processes. For this to be so one would require that 
V, had finite semivariation with respect to L’(‘u,) on bounded intervals of 
R + (because of Theorem 7, 10, and Definition 1, of [4]). However, if this 
were the case one could choose a continuous %-valued process, f(t), and it 
would be true that 
and 
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converged v,-almost everywhere tof(t) on (0, I] and hence that 
Iff(t) = Y: and 1, = Y: as in Section 3 above then we could conclude that 
II! fhOdxs-j~g,(s)dY, /I ( 1 =m 5 Cyiyiln- Y;i-*J/n)') =j' l"(s)12ds i=l 0 
converges to zero as n -+ co ! So u, cannot have finite semivariation with 
respect to L*(U,). This restricts the use of Bartle’s theory considerably. 
Concluding Remarks. The authors have already begun the task of 
extending and retining the results above. We are considering the possibility 
of an It6-Clifford construction for the type III case using the results in [9]. 
We have already established some bounded convergence results for the 
“measure” induced by an L*-martingale. We hope to present these results 
soon. 
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